Varieties and Classes Eligible for Planting In Oregon - 2015
(Length of stand limitations for varieties is available from the Seed Certification Office)

Legumes

Alfalfa

*Breeder, Foundation or Registered*
Ceres, Dona Ana, Grimm, Ladak, Narragansett, Orestan, Ranger, Talent, WL 317

*Breeder or Foundation*

Chickpea*

*Breeder, Foundation or Registered*
Dwelley, Dylan, HB-14, Sanford, Sierra, Stan

Clover - Arrowleaf*

*Breeder, Foundation or Registered*
Amclo, Apache, Meechee, Yuchi

Clover – Ball

*Breeder, Foundation or Registered*
AU Don

Clover - Berseem*

*Breeder or Foundation*
Bigbee

Clover - Crimson

*Breeder, Foundation or Registered*
AU Robin, Chief, Columbus, Contea, Dixie, Flame, Frontier, Tibbee

*Breeder or Foundation*
AU Sunrise, KY Pride

Clover - Red

*Breeder, Foundation or Registered*
AU Red Ace, Emarwan, LS 9703
Breeder or Foundation

Clover - Rose*
Breeder, Foundation or Registered
Monte Frio, Overton R18

Clover - Strawberry*
Breeder, Foundation or Registered
Fresa

Clover - Subterranean*
Breeder, Foundation or Registered
Nangeela

Clover - White
Breeder, Foundation or Registered
Advantage Ladino, Canopy Ladino, Cashmere, Companion Ladino, Durana, Louisiana S-1, Osceola Ladino, Patriot, Rampart Ladino, Seminole Ladino, Titan Ladino, Will Ladino

Breeder or Foundation
Crescendo Ladino, Grasslands Colt, Grasslands Kopu II, KY Select, Merit Ladino, Mink, Pinnacle Ladino, Regal Ladino

Field Bean
Breeder, Foundation or Registered
UI 906 black, SVM Taylor Cranberry, Aurora small white, 1140 Gr northern, UI 59 Gr northern, Valley Gr northern, NW 59 red Mexican, NW 63 red Mexican, Rufus red Mexican, UI 36 red Mexican, Norstar navy, Arapaho pinto, Bill Z pinto, Cahone pinto, Fiesta pinto, Norstar pinto, Olathe pinto, Othelo pinto, Ouray pinto, Pindak pinto, UI 111 pinto, UI 114 pinto, UI 126 pinto, Rosa pink, Viva pink, T39 black, California Early Light red kidney, Charlevois DK red kidney, Montcalm DK red kidney

Breeder or Foundation
Blackhawk black, Black Jack Black, Black Magic Black, Domino Black, Midnight Black, Alpine great northern, Admiral navy, Agri 1 navy, Buni's navy, Laker navy, Bos'n navy, C-20 navy, Crestwood navy, Fleetwood navy, GTS 0686 navy, Huron navy, Mayflower navy, Neptune navy, Newport Navy, Pearl navy, Seafarer navy, Snowbunting navy, Swan Valley navy, Upland navy, Vista navy, Aztec pinto, Fiesta pinto, Gala pinto, Sierra pinto, Charlevoix kidney, Chinook kidney, Isabella light red kidney, Manitou Light red kidney, IG-6604 kidney, Steuban yelloweye

Lupine*
Breeder or Foundation
Hederma

Peas
Breeder, Foundation or Registered
Alaska 81, Amino, Belinda, Garfield, Granger (Austrian Winter Pea), Impala, Latah, Magnus, Maxi, Melrose, Minerva, Miranda, Poneka, Ricardo, Solara, Specter, Tracer

Breeder or Foundation
AU GroundCover (Roughpea), EFB 33, Fiji, Miami

Soybean*
Breeder, Foundation or Registered
Merit
Trefoil*  
**Breeder, Foundation or Registered**  
AU Dewey birdsfoot, Cascade birdsfoot, Granger birdsfoot, Kalo dwarf, Leo birdsfoot, Marshfield big, Norcen birdsfoot, Viking birdsfoot

Hairy vetch*  
**Breeder, Foundation or Registered**  
Cold Green

Utah sweetvetch*  
**Breeder or Foundation**  
Timp

Vetch*  
**Breeder, Foundation or Registered**  
Cahaba white (Common), Nova II (Common), Purple Bounty  
**Breeder or Foundation**  
AU EarlyCover (Hairy), AU Merit (Hairy), AU Olympic (Common), Woodford (Big flower)

Grasses

Alkaligrass – Seaside  
**Breeder, Foundation or Registered**  
Oceania

Alkaligrass - Weeping  
**Breeder, Foundation or Registered**  
Salton Sea, Salty

Bentgrass - Colonial  
**Breeder, Foundation or Registered**  
Alister, Astoria, Capri, Glory, Heriot, Highland, Puritan, SR 7100, SR 7150, Tiger, Tiger 2, Vision  
**Breeder or Foundation**  
Bardot, Exeter, Hoffior, Tendenz, Tracenta,  
**Breeder**  
Grasslands Sefton

Bentgrass - Creeping  
**Breeder, Foundation or Registered**  
**Breeder or Foundation**  
18th Green, Carmen, Crystal BlueLinks, Penncross (stolons), Penneagle II, Pennlinks, PennLinks II, Prominent, Providence, Putter, Emerald

**Breeder**  
Authority, Grand Prix, Penn A-1, Penn A-2, Penn A-4, Penn G-1, Penn G-2, Penn G-6, Penneagle, Princeville, Seaside II, Shark

Bentgrass - Idaho  
**Breeder, Foundation or Registered**  
GolfStar
Bentgrass – Redtop

_Breeder, Foundation or Registered_
Giant, Streaker

_Breeder, Foundation_
Reton

Bentgrass - Vegetative strains

_Breeder or Foundation_
9(38)5 (stolon), 11(38)4 (stolon), Pennlu-10(37)4 (stolon)

Bentgrass - Velvet*

_Greenwich, Legendary, SR 7200, Vesper, Villa_

_Breeder or Foundation_
Kingstow

Bermudagrass

_Breeder, Foundation or Registered_
Dune, Mirage 2, Pyramid 2

_Breeder or Foundation_
Yukon

Bluegrass - Big

_Breeder, Foundation or Registered_
Sherman

Bluegrass - Canada

_Breeder, Foundation or Registered_
Reubens

Bluegrass – Creeping *

_Breeder, Foundation or Registered_
DW 184

Bluegrass - Kentucky

_Breeder, Foundation or Registered_

*Breeder or Foundation*
4 Asces, America, Aquila, Aspen, Barblue, Barzan, Birka, Blue Star, Dellwood, Dormie, Eclipse, Enmundi, Gnome, Haga, Harmony, Kenblue, Lakeshore, Majestic, Merit, Monopoly, Mosa, Mystic, Nugget, Nimbus (no foundation class), Opti-Green, P104, PennPro, Pennstar, Racehorse, Ram 1, Scenic, Shasta, Sydsport, Tendos, Trampas, Trenton, Vantage

*Bluegrass - Rough*

*Breeder, Foundation or Registered*
Bariviera, Colt, Cypress, Darkhorse, Duo, Fuzzy, Havana, Laser, Laser II, MT8, MT9, Polder, Po-Lis, ProAm, Pulsar, Quasar, RAM100, Sabre, Sabre 4, Sabre II, Sabre III, Snowbird, Stardust, Starlite, Starlite II, Sun-Up, Winterlinks, Winterplay, Winterstar

*Bluegrass - Supina*

*Breeder, Foundation or Registered*
Supranova

*Bluegrass – Wood*

*Breeder, Foundation or Registered*
Enhary

*Brome - California*

*Breeder, Foundation or Registered*
Cucamonga

*Brome - Meadow*

*Breeder, Foundation or Registered*
Regar

*Brome - Mountain*

*Breeder, Foundation*
Montana

*Brome - Smooth*

*Breeder, Foundation or Registered*
Bromar

*Brome - Sweet*

*Breeder, Foundation or Registered*
Deborah

*Dogtail - Crested*

*Breeder, Foundation or Registered*
Shade Star

*Fescue - Annual*

*Breeder, Foundation or Registered*
Zorro

*Fescue - Blue*

*Breeder, Foundation or Registered*
SR 3200, SR 3210
Fescue – Chewsings

**Breeder, Foundation or Registered**

**Breeder or Foundation**
Agram, Atlanta, Checker, Diamond, Enjoy, Epson, Highlight, Koket, Lobi, Magenta, Molinda, Puma, Scarlet, Tiffany, Veni, Waldorf, Wintergreen

Fescue - Hard

**Breeder, Foundation or Registered**

**Breeder or Foundation**
Biljart, Crystal, Silvana, Tournament, Waldina

Fescue - Meadow

**Breeder or Foundation**
First

Fescue - Red

**Breeder, Foundation or Registered**

**Breeder or Foundation**
Crestlawn, Dawson, Ensylva, Fenway, Flam, Flyer, Fortress, Grelo, Hector, Ruby

Fescue - Sheep

**Breeder, Foundation or Registered**
Azure, Bighorn, Dall, Marco Polo, MX-86, Quatro, Whisper

**Breeder or Foundation**
Covar

Fescue - Tall

**Breeder, Foundation or Registered**
Breeder, Foundation or Registered

Barfest, Matrix, Spring Green

Breeder or Foundation

Kemal, Tandem

Breeder, Foundation or Registered

Garrison

Breeder, Foundation or Registered

BarkoeI
Hairgrass – Tufted*

**Breeder, Foundation or Registered**

Shade Champ, Spike, SR 6000

---

Orchardgrass

**Breeder, Foundation or Registered**


**Breeder or Foundation**


---

Polargrass*

**Breeder or Foundation**

Kenai

---

Redtop*

**Breeder, Foundation or Registered**

Giant

---

Reed Canarygrass*

**Breeder or Foundation**

Bellevue, Frontier, Rise, Superior

---

Ricegrass - Indian*

**Breeder, Foundation or Registered**

Nezpar

---

Ryegrass - Annual

**Breeder, Foundation or Registered**


**Breeder or Foundation**

Ace, Barmultra, Billion, Caramba, Crusader, Dalita (L. Hybridum), Deltop, FSTII, Meritra RVP, Ninak, Tetrone, Torero, Urbana

---

Ryegrass - Intermediate

**Breeder, Foundation or Registered**

3CN, Agree, Astor, Bison, Boost, Fuse, Horizon, Maximo, Nitro, Oregreen, Polly, Solstice II, Tetrelite, Tetrelite II, TransAm, Transcend, Transeze, TransFix, Transist, Transist 2200, Transist 2400, Transist 2600,

**Breeder or Foundation**

Dalita

---

Ryegrass - (Lolium rigidum)

**Breeder, Foundation or Registered**

Wimmera 62
Ryegrass - Perennial

_Breeder, Foundation or Registered_


_Breeder or Foundation_

2CB, Accord, Barry, Belle, Bonita, Ceres One50, Citadel, Grimalda, Lindsay, Loretta, Mara, Pennfine, Princess, Saturn, Sprinter
Seashore Paspalum*

*Breeder*
Sea Spray, Trident

*Breeder, Foundation*
Neptune

Sudangrass*

*Breeder, Foundation or Registered*
Piper

Timothy*

*Breeder, Foundation or Registered*
Clair, Lorain, Hokusen, Zenyatta

*Breeder or Foundation*
Climax, Drummond, Essex, Hiro, Kittitas KA

Wheatgrass*

*Breeder, Foundation or Registered*
Alkar (tall), Ephraim (crested), Goldar (bluebunch), Greenar (intermediate), Hycrest (crested), Jose (tall), Luna (pubescent), Nordan (crested), P27 (siberian), Primar (slender), RoadCrest (crested), Rosana (Western), Secur (bluebunch), Sodar (streambank), Topar (pubescent), Whitmar (beardless)

*Breeder or Foundation*
CDII (crested), Critana (thickspike), Oahe (intermediate), Schwendimar (thickspike), Sodar (streambank), Vavilov (siberian)

Slender Wheatgrass*

*Breeder or Foundation*
San Luis

Snake River Wheatgrass*

*Breeder, Foundation or Registered*
Discovery

*Breeder or Foundation*
PrairieLand

Altai Wildrye*

*Breeder, Foundation or Registered*
Magnar, Trailhead

Basin Wildrye*

*Breeder, Foundation or Registered*
Arlington, Elkton

Blue Wildrye*

*Breeder, Foundation or Registered*
Bozoisky-Select

Russian Wildrye*
### Small Grains

#### Barley - Spring

**Breeder, Foundation or Registered**
- Advance (6), Alba, Baronesse (2), Belford (6), Bob, Camas (2), Champion, Clark (2), Colter (6), Columbia (6), Conrad (2), Crest (2), Crystal (2), Duke (2), Farmington (2), Foster (6), Gallatin (2), Gem (6), Glenn (6), Gus (6), Hannchen (2), Harrington (2), Haxby, Haybet, Hays, Hazen (6), Jersey (2), Kimberly (2), Klages (2), Kombar (6), Larker (6), Legacy (6), Lenetah, Lud (2), Maranna (6), Menuet (2), Merit, Micah (6), Morex (6), Nebula (6), Onda (4), Orca (2), Otis (2), Piroline (2), Piston (2), Radiant (2), Robust (6), Russel (6), Sara (6), Spirit (2), Steptoe (6), Steve (6), Stockford, Summit (2), Sunbar 1558 (6), Tango (6), Teton (6), UC 960 (6), Unitan (6), Vanguard (2), Washford (6), WestBred Gustoe (6), WestBred Medallion (6), Westford (6), Whitford (6), Xena (2)

**Breeder or Foundation**
- Poco (6)

#### Barley - Winter

**Breeder, Foundation or Registered**
- Boyer (6), Gwen (6), Hesk (6), Hoody (6), Kamiak (6), Kold (6), Luther (6), Mal (6), Schuyler (6), Scio (6), Showin (6), WestBred Sprinter (6)

#### Oat - Spring

**Breeder, Foundation or Registered**
- 114, 126 (R), Akiyutaka (Y), Appaloosa (Y), Bates 89 (Y), Border (W), California Red (R), Cayuse (Y), Chairma (W), Colorado 37, Corbit (Y), Curt (R), INO9201 (Y), Intimidator, Kanota (R), Lamont (hulless), Magnum (Y), Magnum II (Y), Magnum 2000 (Y), Monida (W), Montezuma (R), Otana (W), Paul (hulless), Park (W), Powell (W), Sierra (G) Swan (Y), UC 132

**Breeder or Foundation**
- ForagePlus (Y)

#### Oat - Winter

**Breeder, Foundation or Registered**
- Crater (G), Kenoat (W), Walken (W)

**Breeder or Foundation**
- Amity (W)

#### Cereal Rye

**Breeder, Foundation or Registered**
- AGS 104, Merced

#### Triticale

**Breeder, Foundation or Registered**
- 102, 103BB, 141, 2700, 348, 718, Alzo, Binova, Bogo, Celia, Flora, Forerunner, Jenkins, Juan, Merlin, Pika

#### Buckwheat - Spring*

**Breeder, Foundation or Registered**
- Mancan

#### Wheat - Durum Spring

**Breeder, Foundation or Registered**
- Cortez, Kofa, WestBred 803, WestBred 881, WestBred Laker

#### Wheat - Durum Winter

**Breeder, Foundation or Registered**
- Connie
Wheat - Red Spring
Breeder, Foundation or Registered
Anza, Bronze Cabernet, Chief, Brooks, Buck Pronto, Bullseye, Express, Expresso, Glee (hard), Hank, Jefferson, Peak, Profit 75, Solano (hard), Spillman, Sunstar King, SY Steelhead, Tara 2002, Vandal, Wampum, WB-Fuzion (hard), WB-Rockland (hard), WestBred 906R, WestBred 926, WestBred 936, WS 1616, WS-1651, WS-6, Yecora Rojo

Breeder or Foundation
Proto

Wheat - Red Winter
Breeder, Foundation or Registered
AgriPro Paladin, Boundary, Declo, Hatton, Hoff, Norwest 553, Wanser, Weston

Wheat - White Spring
Breeder, Foundation or Registered
455, Adams, Alpowa, Alturas, AP Badger, Babe, Blanca Grande, Bliss, Centennial, Dirkwin, Diva, Edwall, Fielder, Fieldwin, Kaseberg (soft), Kelse, Louise, Macon, Nick, Owens, Penewawa, Pomerelle, Treasure, Twin, UI Stone (soft), Urquie, Vanna, Wakanz, Wailaday, Waverly, Wawawai, Whit (soft), Winsome, WS-1, Zak

Breeder or Foundation
Excede

Miscellaneous Crops

Burnet - Little*
Breeder, Foundation or Registered
Delar

Ethiopian Cabbage*
Breeder or Foundation
PG584

Flax*
Breeder or Foundation
Omega, York

Forage Kochia*
Breeder, Foundation or Registered
Immigrant

Lewis Flax*
Breeder, Foundation
Appar
Kale

*Breeder or Foundation*
Regal

*Meadowfoam*

*Breeder or Foundation*
Mermaid

*Breeder, Foundation or Registered*
Knowles, Ross, Starlight, Wheeler

*Oriental Mustard*

*Breeder or Foundation*
Pacific Gold

*White Mustard*

*Breeder or Foundation*
IdaGold

*Breeder or Foundation*
Pacific Gold

*Buckhorn Plantain*

*Breeder or Foundation*
Ceres Tonic

*Plantain*

*Breeder, Foundation or Registered*
Red Platter

*Radish*

*Breeder, Foundation or Registered*
CCS 779, Nitro, WSHY

*Breeder or Foundation*
Ceres Graza

*Rape - Annual*

*Breeder, Foundation or Registered*
Helios, Winfred

*Breeder or Foundation*
35-85, Athena, Chinook, Hyola 357 Magnum, Hyola 401, Moneta

*Crackerjack*

*Rape - Winter*

*Breeder, Foundation or Registered*
Ceres, Liradonna, Mikado, Olsen, Onyx, Pendleton, Viking

*Breeder or Foundation*
Arabella, Barive, Camas RR, Glacier, Santana, Rapier

*Rocky Mountain penstemon*

*Breeder or Foundation*
Bandera
**Safflower***

*Breeder, Foundation or Registered*

CW 99-OL

**Sugar Beets***

*Breeder or Foundation*

1616CMS, 86 MHC 12, 86 MHC 14, 86-27, 86-27A, 86-27B, ACH 14, ACH 30, ACH 31, ACH 120, ACH 128, ACH 135, ACH 136, ACH 139, ACH 145, ACH 146, ACH 151, ACH 153, ACH 154, ACH 155, ACH 156, ACH 168, ACH 169, ACH 171, ACH 172, ACH 173, ACH 174, ACH 175, ACH 177, ACH 178, ACH 179, ACH 180, ACH 181, ACH 184, ACH 185, ACH 187, ACH 189, ACH 190, ACH 191, ACH 192, ACH 193, ACH 194, ACH 196, ACH 198, ACH 199, ACH 200, ACH 201, America, Beta 161, Beta 169, Beta 173, Beta 174, Beta 179, Beta 184, Beta 204, Beta 206, Beta 234, Beta 250, Beta 251, Beta 252, Beta 277, Beta 1800, Beta 1996, Beta 2007, Beta 2885 Beta 4823, Beta 5087, Beta 5315, Beta 5603, Beta 6000, Beta 6913, Beta 6925, Beta 6932, Beta 9001, Buffallo, Glenda, H 66140, H 66156, Holly Hybrid 30, Holly Hybrid 33, Kate, KW 316, KW 1745, KW 3145, Liberte’, Maribo 403, Maribo 410, Maribo 411, Maribo 851, Maribo 862, Maribo 871, Maribo 875, Maribo 865, Maribo Magnamono, Maribo Monova, Maribo Ultra Mono, Maribo Unica, Mono 5090, Puressa 11, Rhizosen, Rose, S6002, SS-E1, SS-LS2, SS-NB2, SS-Y1, SS-Z2, Suprafort C, USH11

**Sunflower***

*Breeder or Foundation*

IS 1521, IS 1562, IS 1585, IS 2562

**Turnip***

*Breeder, Foundation or Registered*

Barkant, New York, Tyfon

*Breeder or Foundation*

Ceres Hunter

**Mint***

Refer to the separate standards for Mint.

**Potatoes***

Refer to the separate standards for potatoes.

**Trees***

Refer to the separate standards for Forest Reproductive Materials.

**Ethiopian Cabbage***

Refer to the separate standards for Mustard

**OECD***

All varieties listed in the OECD “List of Cultivars Eligible for Certification under the OECD Scheme” are eligible for OECD tags and if entered into the Oregon Certification Program, may be eligible for Oregon Certified tags.

**Small Grains Identity Preservation***

Refer to the separate standards for Oregon Small Grains Identity Preservation Standards.

* Separate standards for these crops are maintained and available in the Seed Certification Office, or on the OSCS website in the STANDARDS section.